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Brevard
FamilyJob
Partnership
new
CEO Scarpelli brings wide expertise to position
Brevard
Link
key

resource connecting
firms and job seekers

By Ken Datzman

Phil Scarpelli, the new chief executive officer of
Brevard Family Partnership and its family of agencies, is
a career professional who has worked in his field for years,
first as a clinician in the “inner city” of New York and
later in behavioral health and child welfare. accesstoAmerica’sJobBankandother
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It’s ours, working collectively.”
He continued, “The only way to combat abuse and
neglect and abandonment of children is to really put all of
our resources and all of our passion into this challenge.
And I just fell in love with this type of work.”
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U.S. recreational boating industry sees seventh consecutive year of growth in 2018; expects increase in 2019
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Alyssa Perez
alyssa@vinecommunicationsinc.com
Vine Communications
CHICAGO — The National Marine Manufacturers
Association (NMMA), representing the nation’s recreational boat, engine and marine accessory manufacturers, announced that retail unit sales of new powerboats
were up an estimated 4 percent in 2018, to roughly
280,000 units, the highest total since 2007.
The outlook for 2019 remains “positive” with
continued growth expected to bring a 3–4 percent
increase in new powerboat retail sales.
As one of the country’s growing outdoor recreation
activities, NMMA also announced that the recreational
boating industry contributes an estimated $170.3
billion in economic activity to the U.S. economy, an
increase of about $49 billion since the last time the
association reported economic impact in 2012. This
figure includes $20.5 billion of business–tax revenue,
which was not included in the NMMA’s economic

impact study compiled in 2012.
“The recreational boating industry has been on a
seven–year climb that’s expected to continue into 2019,
bringing even more people to the water,” said Thom
Dammrich, NMMA president.
“Driving these sales is a combination of the economic
growth we’ve seen over the past decade, particularly
with consumer confidence hovering near all–time highs
and consumers seeking out boating as a way to spend
quality time with family and friends outdoors. At the
same time, over the past five years, marine manufacturers have put a concerted effort on offering new
products that attract consumers with different interests
and budgets, bringing out new buyers — especially
across the watersports, fishing, and pontoon categories
— three categories seeing unprecedented sales growth.”
As retail unit sales figures are finalized for 2018,
they’re signaling nearly all new powerboat categories
saw growth last year, with the following categories
leading the charge:
l Sales of new freshwater fishing boats are estimated to be up 2–4 percent to 75,000 units in 2018;
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fishing is the most popular activity done aboard a boat.
l New personal watercraft sales are estimated to be
up 6–8 percent to 68,000 units in 2018; with accessible
entry–level price points, personal watercraft are often
considered a gateway to boat ownership.
l New pontoon sales are estimated to be up
4–6 percent to 58,000 units in 2018; the versatility of
the latest pontoons offers an all–in–one experience
from fishing to cruising to watersports.
l Sales of new wakesport boats — popular for
wakesurfing and wakeboarding and attractive to new
and younger boaters — are estimated to be up 9–11
percent to 10,000 units in 2018.
l New cruiser sales — boats between 22 and 32 feet,
popular for relaxing, entertaining and ‘cruising’ — are
estimated to be up 2–4 percent to 9,000 units in 2018.
With recreational boating contributing an estimated
$170.3 billion to the U.S. economy (which includes
direct, indirect and induced output generated by marine
manufacturers (boat, engine, and accessory); their
suppliers, dealers and retailers; services such as repairs
and marinas; boating activities and trips; and, business–tax revenue), NMMA reports that combined
activity supports an estimated 35,000 marine businesses and 691,000 direct and indirect American jobs.
The top 10 states for recreational boating economic
activity are: Florida, $23.3 billion; California, $13
billion; New York, $8.4 billion; Texas, $7.7 billion;
Michigan, $7.4 billion; Washington, $6.9 billion; New
Jersey, $6.6 billion; Tennessee, $6 billion; North
Carolina, $5.5 billion; and Missouri, $4.5 billion.
Given the health of the industry, U.S. boat manufacturers and dealers are preparing for a “solid winter
boat–show season” around the country — a critical
selling period. Beyond being an important marketing
venue where manufacturers introduce their latest
products, boat shows are where consumers come to buy.
In fact, boat shows can generate as much as 50 percent
of annual sales for exhibiting dealers and manufacturers.
Shoppers at a boat show can expect to find some of
the best deals of the year with the convenience of
comparing different boat models, and different dealers,
in one location.
For a further look at the state of the U.S. recreational boating industry, below are key statistics that
provide insights on the industry’s size, make–up and
demographics.
l Annual U.S. sales of boats, marine products and
services are estimated to total $41 billion in 2018, an
increase of 5 percent from 2017.
l There were about 280,000 new powerboats sold in
2018, an increase of 4 percent from 2017.
l Recreational boats are uniquely American made
with 95 percent of the boats sold in the U.S, made in
the U.S.
l It’s not just new boats Americans are buying; there
were an estimated 998,000 pre–owned boats
(powerboats, personal watercraft, and sailboats) also
sold in 2018, the highest pre–owned boat unit sales
since 2006, totaling an estimated $9.7 billion in sales,
an increase of 2 percent from 2017.
l There were an estimated 12 million registered/
documented boats in the U.S. in 2018.
l Ninety–five percent of boats on the water
(powerboats, personal watercraft, and sailboats) in the
U.S. are small in size, measuring less than 26 feet in
length, boats that can be trailered by a vehicle to local
waterways.
l Sixty–two percent of boat owners have a household
income less than $100,000.
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The Genius™ 3D Mammography™ exam (a.k.a. Genius™ exam) is acquired on the Hologic® 3D Mammography™ system and consists of a 2D and 3D™ image set, where the 2D image can be either an acquired 2D image or a 2D image generated from the 3D™ image
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* Compared to 2D mammography alone. 1. FDA submissions P080003, P080003/S001, P080003/S004, P080003/S005 2. Friedewald SM, Rafferty EA, Rose SL, et al. Breast cancer screening using tomosynthesis in combination with digital mammography. JAMA. 2014 Jun 25;311(24):2499-507.
3. Zuckerman SP, Conant EF, Keller BM, et al. Implementation of Synthesized Two-dimensional Mammography in a Population-based Digital Breast Tomosynthesis Screening Program. Radiology. 2016 Dec;281(3):730-736. 4. Skaane P, Bandos A, Eben EB et al. Two view digital breast tomosynthesis screening
with synthetically reconstructed projection images: comparison with digital breast tomosynthesis with full-field digital mammographic images. Radiology. 2014 Jun;271(3):655-63. 5. Bernardi D, Macaskill P, Pellegrini M et al. Breast cancer screening with tomosynthesis (3D mammography) with acquired or
synthetic 2D mammography compared with 2D mammography alone (STORM-2): a population-based prospective study. Lancet Oncol. 2016 Aug;17(8):1105-13. 6. McDonald ES, Oustimov A, Weinstein SP et al. Effectiveness of Digital Breast Tomosynthesis Compared With Digital Mammography: Outcomes
Analysis From 3 Years of Breast Cancer Screening. JAMA Oncol. 2016 Jun 1;2(6):737-43. 7. Rafferty EA, Durand MA, Conant EF, et al. Breast Cancer Screening Using Tomosynthesis and Digital Mammography in Dense and Nondense Breasts. JAMA 2016 Apr 26;315(16):1784-6. 8. Zuley ML, Guo B, Catullo VJ,
et al. Comparison of two-dimensional synthesized mammograms versus original digital mammograms alone and in combination with tomosynthesis images. Radiology. 2014;271(3):664-671.
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Looking for ideas for new year? Check out apps, something for everyone
By Michele Gregoire Gill
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
Happy 2019! At this time of year, many of us are
thinking about resolutions for the new year, and these
often involve some kind of change. Yet behavioral change
is hard, and it’s rarely a “one and done” kind of action.
In “The Power of Habit,” author and Pulitzer–prize
winning reporter Charles Duhigg harnesses operant
conditioning theory to explain how to create new habits —
and change old ones. According to his model, a habit loop is
created by a cue that triggers a behavior and a reward that
follows the behavior. You can break bad habits by interrupting the cycle at the cue stage or reward stage, and you
can program new and better habits by pairing a cue with a
behavior and ensuring some kind of reward follows the
behavior.
This is all well and good in theory, but if you have ever
tried to teach a pet a new trick, consistency is key. I don’t
know about you, but I’m so bombarded by information and
life obligations at this stage in my life that trying to add a
new habit or change an old one is almost impossible
without some kind of help.
For instance, when my youngest sister and I found
ourselves not talking for long periods of time due to our
busy schedules, we decided to make a date for a weekly
phone call. This may sound silly, but adding this date to
my smartphone calendar has greatly increased how often
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we communicate, and it has led to a lot of happiness and
help in my life. The cue is the calendar reminder and the
reward is the great conversation we have.
So, I thought I’d share a few of my favorite things that
have helped me with cueing and rewarding new behaviors
— and stopping unhelpful or outdated habits. Most of this
help has come through apps as I find they are convenient
and accessible via my smartphone and smartwatch.
First, my personal favorite is the Due app
(www.dueapp.com). I have been using this app for years to
remind me of important habits and events that I don’t
want cluttering my calendar. You can customize how often
and when the task repeats, how often you want it to bug
you till you mark it done, and whether you want sounds to
accompany the reminder.
I’ve used it to remind me of my crazy gym schedule
which varies each week, to remember to spend time
playing board games with my kids, to remind me to start
cooking dinner at a certain time. I think it’s a fantastic tool
for teenagers too, as it is so easy to add tasks, and it
discretely reminds them to turn in assignments or speak
with their guidance counselor without disturbing the class
or requiring one’s phone to be unlocked.
The cues are the reminders that are given and which
keep popping up until you mark them complete. And to
me, marking them complete is a reward in and of itself.
My next favorite habit app is “Beeminder”
(beeminder.com), a habit–building app that explicitly uses
operant conditioning to encourage consistent behaviors. It
rewards with a graph showing your achievements and
punishes with a fine when you don’t meet your goals.
Calm (calm.com) is something I’ve just started using to
help relax and literally calm down. It helps with mindfulness and even sleep. The cue is the backdrop of nature
sounds, and the reward has been how incredibly good I feel
after a session.
Other apps that I use now or have benefited from in the
past are:
Evernote (evernote.com): All of my notes, both work and
personal, are synced across my devices through this app. In

addition, it clips webpages, adds business cards, scans,
audio files, handwritten notes, and PDF files. This is a
powerhouse for keeping one’s life organized.
Peace with Food (hellopeacewithfood.com): Used for
tracking hunger and fullness, with a nice dial that serves
as a cue.
Focus@Will (focusatwill.com): An instrumental
soundtrack for writing. You set a timer for a planned
writing session, and the app cues with a bell sound, using a
playlist set for your particular personality.
Seconds Pro (intervaltimer.com/): For interval training.
It cues with color and sounds.
And as for unhelpful behaviors, Hindsight
(hindsightapp.io) has been useful in allowing me to
monitor my actions, and I can envision it being used to
track how often one engages in a negative behavior one is
trying to eliminate — e.g., nail biting. Right now, I mostly
use it to track when I need to take medications to make
sure they are taken at the appropriate intervals.
Finally, for those really difficult to start — or unlearn
— habits, I have found success with online coaching
services. Since this can get pricey, I am not able to do this
regularly. Even a few sessions can help, though, just like
hiring a personal trainer at the gym can be useful to get a
routine started.
There’s a ton of wonderful apps out there to help with
new behaviors, so I encourage you to take a chance on
trying to change one thing in your life using the habit cycle
and perhaps a technological aid to start a new — or break
an old — habit.
Wishing you a wonderful and productive 2019!
Michele Gregoire Gill is program coordinator
of the University of Central Florida’s education
doctorate in curriculum and instruction and is
a professor of educational psychology in the
Department of Learning Sciences and Educational Research. She can be reached at
Michele.Gill@UCF.edu.

Space Coast Addy Awards Gala set for Feb. 22; sponsorship packages available
The American Advertising Federation of the Space Coast has set the date and a “call for sponsors” for the 2019 Addy
Awards Gala. AAF represents the voice of the advertising industry and the Space Coast Chapter will be presenting its
Addy Awards Gala at 6 p.m. on Feb. 22 at the Space Coast Health Foundation’s Center for Collaboration in Rockledge .
This event honors the individuals and companies that submitted their best work in 2018 for the competition. Both
Silver and Gold Addy Awards will be presented in a host of categories.
“The American Advertising Awards are the advertising industry’s largest and most prestigious creative competition,
and home of the Addy Award,” said Stephanie Herndon, president of the local chapter.
“Like the organization itself, the competition is three–tiered, beginning at the local level. The highest local awards
move on to the district–level competition, and the highest district awards move on to the national competition. The road
to a national Addy begins with the local American Advertising Awards competition.”
She said the local awards are given at the annual awards gala every February to “those representing the best of
creative excellence in advertising on the Space Coast. The awards gala is our chapter’s signature event of the year an d
serves as a celebration of the body of work the Space Coast contributes to our profession. To ensure the gala is a specia l
night worthy of the high–quality work being celebrated, we seek sponsorships from local businesses to support our not–
for–profit chapter’s efforts in hosting such an event.”
Sponsorship packages are available by contacting Stephanie Byrd at Communications@AAFSpaceCoast.org.
The American Advertising Federation of the Space Coast is part of a nationwide network of 40,000 members, promoting positive awareness of the advertising industry while fostering professional growth for its members.
The local club continually provides unique opportunities for members to share ideas, engage with experts and give
back to the community while protecting the advertising industry on all levels.
For more information on this event, visit AAFSpaceCoast.org.

Catherine Schweinsberg Rood Central Brevard Library to conduct Diabetes Control classes
The Catherine Schweinsberg Rood Central Brevard Library will host a Diabetes Control class at 9:30 a.m. on Saturdays throughout February. The class will address “ways to control blood glucose levels naturally.” The program is free of
charge, including the materials. To register for the class, call Tom Nelson at (321) 961–9244. The library’s address is
308 Forrest Ave in Cocoa. The phone number is (321) 633–1792.
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File photo

Timothy Michaud
‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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Former longtime member of U.S. House has memories of his colleagues; rare combination of talents
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By Lee H. Hamilton
Over a lifetime in politics, I’ve met a lot of interesting,
impressive politicians. But those I truly admired were men
and women who were adept at the arts both of politics and
legislating — a rarer combination of talents than you’d
hope for in our representative democracy. They’re a
reminder these days of what consummate skill looks like.
For instance, Wilbur Mills, a Democrat from Arkansas
who chaired the House Ways and Means Committee, was
a master of legislative detail. When he brought changes to
the tax law to the floor, members of the House of both
parties would simply ask him questions, rather than
challenge him, because his grasp of the internal revenue
code was so overwhelming. When Mills was on the floor, it
was never really an equal debate.
The same held for Jim Wright of Texas and Hale Boggs
of Louisiana, also both Democrats. They were great orators
with vibrant, unique voices that drew audiences to the
House floor and galleries simply to hear them. They
seldom referred to notes, but I suspect they practiced —

the chuckle in the right place, the extended pause at the
perfect moment. They were masters at using humor as an
effective weapon to counter an opponent and deflect critics.
Edith Green, a Democrat from Oregon, served ten
terms in the House from the mid–1950s to the mid–1970s.
She specialized in education and was a potent force behind
Title IX, the 1972 law that did so much to end sex discrimination in education. Green, too, was a highly effective
debater, who did not back down from a fight she chose to
wage — but who also had a keen sense of when the time
was right to wage it. She paved the way for many talented
women who followed her.
Charlie Halleck of Indiana and H.R. Gross of Iowa, both
Republican, were parliamentary masters. I often saw them
block or delay measures I personally supported, and had to
admire their skill at stalling, slowing down or just plain
defeating legislation by the adroit use of just the right
parliamentary maneuver.
Meanwhile, John Anderson of Illinois served as the
principal Republican voice at a time when the GOP was in
the minority. He was a powerful debater, took delight in
verbal combat, and was often the lone voice against an
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onslaught of speakers from the majority party. He spoke
forcefully, and out of a genuinely deep devotion to the
nation that made plain his ideals.
You couldn’t call Tip O’Neill, the legendary Speaker of
the House from Massachusetts, a great orator. But he was
a truly great politician. He had a knack for putting people
at ease, calming tensions, and softening debates. He made
everyone in the room feel as though they were all in it
together — whatever the “it” was that O’Neill was focused
on.
Mike Mansfield, the Senate Majority Leader from
Montana, had similar gifts. He was easily the most
popular man in Congress during the years he served: he
was decent, humble, fair–minded, and he spread credit to
everyone around him while taking none for himself. He
had a bedrock integrity about him and knew how to use his
consummate personal skills to make the process work —
even dealing with the difficult egos you could find in the
Senate.
I routinely watched Senators Hubert Humphrey, a
Democrat from Minnesota, and Jacob Javits, a Republican
from New York, come into a meeting, quickly grasp the
issues, speak to them forcefully and right to the point, and
then move on to their next meeting — on an entirely
different issue — and give the same performance. Their
ability to jump from agriculture to nuclear proliferation to
health care to education — all in the course of a few hours
— was astounding.
Finally, Speaker Carl Albert of Oklahoma somehow
managed to unite both northeastern liberals and southern
conservatives in his party. They were opposed to one
another in ideology and culture, yet Albert often reconciled
the irreconcilable with grace and insight. He spent hours
listening patiently to people, trying to understand their
points of view, patch things up, and find even the tiniest
plot of ground for consensus.
My next column will address what they all had in
common.
Lee Hamilton is a senior advisor for the Indiana
University Center on Representative Government; a Distinguished Scholar of the IU
Hamilton Lugar School of Global and International Studies; and a Professor of Practice, IU
School of Public and Environmental Affairs. He
was a member of the U.S. House of Representatives for 34 years.
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PALM BAY — The U–Haul Co. of Florida recently
announced that BP on Harris has signed on as a U–Haul
neighborhood dealer to serve the Palm Bay community.
BP on Harris at 2290 Harris Ave. NE, will offer U–Haul
trucks, trailers, towing equipment, moving supplies and
in–store pick–up for boxes.
U–Haul live verification technology allows rental
transactions to be carried out entirely on a smartphone at
any hour — day or night. There are no membership fees.
Simply visit uhaul.com to create an online account.
Normal business hours are 7 a.m.–9 p.m. Monday–
Thursday, and 8 a.m.–9 p.m. Friday–Sunday.
To reserve U–Haul products at this dealer location, call
(321) 676–0263 or visit https://www.uhaul.com/Locations/
Truck–Rentals–near–Palm–Bay–FL–32905/010441.
BP on Harris owner Ammar Farooqui said he “is proud
to team with the industry leader in do–it–yourself moving
and self–storage to better meet the demands of Brevard
County.”
JANUARY 28, 2019
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“MCC has a long-standing legacy of excellence. This excellence crosses not only academics,
athletics, and extracurriculars but most importantly, character development through faith
formation. MCC is a transformational environment that develops the whole person. My sisters
and I benefited from this legacy. There was never a doubt when our children reached high school
where we would send them. We want our children to not only be educated but transformed
during their high school years. My children, nieces, and nephew are the third generation to
attend MCC and receive the benefits of this MCC legacy.” - ROXANNE LESTRANGE
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321.727.0793 | WWW.MELBOURNECC.ORG
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University of Florida turfgrass specialist Bryan Unruh to be honored with the International Extension Award
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By Brad Buck, bradbuck@ufl.edu
bradbuck@ufl.edu
UF/IFAS Communications
University of Florida
GAINESVILLE — As a child in Dodge City, Kan.,
Bryan Unruh grew up in 4–H. During his first year in the
organization, he attended a lawn mower safety school
taught by the county agriculture agent. That summer he
mowed three lawns every week. In fact, he calls himself “a
product of the Cooperative Extension Service.”
In high school, Unruh envisioned himself as a corporate
attorney. But when advisors from Kansas State University
showed up in his hometown, he declared himself a
horticulture major.
“I couldn’t fathom going to school for seven–plus years
and then sitting behind a desk,” said Unruh, a professor of
environmental horticulture at the University of Florida
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences. Ironically, he
spent 10–plus years earning his three college degrees.
Unruh has spent the last 23 years at UF/IFAS, helping

people grow beautiful grass in environmentally friendly
ways.
Unruh is now being recognized for his outreach and
Extension efforts. He will be honored with the Turfgrass
Educator Award of Excellence at the International
Education Conference of Turfgrass Producers International on Feb. 19, in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Previous recipients of this award include fellow UF/
IFAS Professor Laurie Trenholm (2008), Ali Harivandi of
the University of California Cooperative Extension Service
(2014) and Grady Miller of North Carolina State University (2016).
The award recognizes Unruh’s commitment, dedication
and positive influence in helping to educate consumers,
turfgrass producers and industry professionals, said Karen
Cooper, associate executive director of Turfgrass Producers
International. It’s also a way to honor Unruh for making
himself available to address turfgrass questions and
concerns that promote the use and benefits of turfgrass.
“It’s quite humbling when you are asked if you can be
nominated for such an award — it takes it to a whole new
level when you are named the recipient,” said Unruh, a
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faculty member at the UF/IFAS West Florida Research
and Education Center in Jay, Florida.
Unruh, who specializes in turfgrass research and
Extension, finds it rewarding to help people resolve a
problem, improve their management practices or help
them through difficult and trying times.
“Most in the industry know that I am ‘on call’ 24/7 and
will answer my phone whenever it rings,” he said. “My
service to the industry isn’t just because I’m employed —
it’s because it is my passion to be a resource for those in
need.”
“Rarely does my phone ring with people on the other
end just calling to wish me a good day,” Unruh said.
“Generally, they have a challenge that needs resolved and
they know I will come to their aid. Being recognized for
that passion is rewarding.”
The Turfgrass Producers of Florida nominated Unruh
for the award and used letters from three other organizations to support the nomination: the Florida Golf Course
Superintendents Association, the Seven Rivers Golf Course
Superintendents Association and the Florida Turfgrass
Association. Betsy McGill, executive director of the
Turfgrass Producers of Florida, sang Unruh’s praises in
her letter supporting him for the award.
Unruh possesses many positive attributes, said Mcgill.
Among them, “he has been the ‘go–to guy’ for questions
and help from a scientific perspective as we’ve worked with
regulators and policymaking on pressing challenges like
water use, fertilizer best management practices and
landscaping ordinances.”

Florida Tech President Dwayne McCay
elected to serve a three–year term on
the Commission on Colleges Board
By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Tech President Dwayne McCay has been
elected to the Board of Trustees of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges.
McCay, who has served at Florida Tech as provost and
chief academic officer, executive vice president and chief
operating officer, and, since July 2016, as president, was
one of 24 new or re–elected members chosen by the College
Delegate Assembly in elections held last month.
The College Delegate Assembly consists of institutional
CEOs of the 793–member institutions in the 11 states that
comprise the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The member states are Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.
Among its primary duties, the SACSCOC Board is
responsible for preparing the policies that govern the
organization, taking final action on accreditation–related
decisions, and appointing special or ad hoc study committees as needed. The term for the 24 new board members
ends Dec. 31, 2021.
Founded in 1895, the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools is comprised of the Council on Accreditation
and School Improvement and the Commission on Colleges.
The Commission on Colleges was founded in 1912 and was
organized to develop standards and a process for accrediting colleges and universities in the South.
Florida Tech is accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award
associate, baccalaureate, master’s, education specialist and
doctoral degrees.
JANUARY 28, 2019
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To build high–performance teams in business, managers really need to manage less and coach more
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

developing trusting relationships with the people they
lead. And most importantly, they do not worry about
creating discomfort, because they know they must
challenge their teams and make them uncomfortable in
order to help them grow.
It should be noted that an important component of
“The Coaching Effect” is discomfort. The authors found
and documented that exponential growth — in any aspect
of work or life — can only be achieved in a state of
discomfort. Taking this concept a step further, they
developed the “Growth Rings” model which they have
shared with over a thousand presidents, CEOs, and
various executives, and which was the subject of Bill
Eckstrom’s TEDxTalk — a presentation that has been
viewed by more than two million people.
This “incredible response” to their study of discomfort
has been one of Eckstrom’s and Wirth’s top motivators for
writing “The Coaching Effect.”
The authors not only show that their model has vast
implications for businesses everywhere, but they also
explain how coaches can use discomfort to generate
growth through four essential activities — one–to–one
meetings, team meetings, performance feedback, and
career development. Often these activities are overlooked
or performed in a perfunctory way, but Eckstrom’s and

By Andrea J. Stein
andrea@wesmanpr.com
Jane Wesman Public Relations
“Nothing elevates performance more than coaching,”
write experts Bill Eckstrom and Sarah Wirth in their new
book, “The Coaching Effect: What Great Leaders Do to
Increase Sales, Enhance Performance, and Sustain
Growth (Greenleaf; April 2019).
Over the past 10 years, Eckstrom and Wirth, founder
and vice president, respectively, of the Ecsell Institute,
have not only advised hundreds of forward–thinking
leaders, but they have also studied more than 100,000
coaching interactions finding that coaching — as opposed
to managing — is key to driving extraordinary results.
They have also pinpointed what high–growth coaches do
that sets them apart from their less effective peers. And,
as part of their research, they have discovered that growth
can only occur when people experience a certain degree of
discomfort.
“Using research–based tools, the goal of our work and
our book is to get managers to behave and drive results in
a way that resembles high–growth coaches as opposed to
performance–limiting managers. The term manager is an
archaic term describing a role that, by definition, limits
growth and performance. A coach, on the other hand,
develops and inspires people to do their best work.
Coaches obtain more discretionary effort than managers,
which is why the best coaches elevate their team’s
performance,” Eckstrom and Wirth said.
The authors have determined that high–growth
coaches are more consistent and accountable in their
actions than less effective coaches. They are better at

Ebert joins CyberScout Board; brings years of service as a special agent in charge
NEW YORK — CyberScout, an industry leader in
cybersecurity, identity and privacy protection and data
risk–management services, has announced the appointment of Brian Ebert as the company’s newest board
member.
Ebert currently serves as special agent in charge of the
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Wirth’s research proves that these activities are essential
and need to be practiced actively and consistently.
“The Coaching Effect” includes a step–by–step
roadmap for implementing the four coaching activities and
reveals how to measure effectiveness of each. With the
authors’ guidance, leaders at all levels will learn how to
help people to move out of their comfort zones to create
sustainable, high–growth organizations in today’s — and
tomorrow’s –hyper–competitive, constantly changing
global marketplace.
Eckstrom is a keynote speaker whose presentations are
rooted in EcSell’s research and hard data. He was invited
to the TEDx stage in 2017, and his talk “Why Comfort
Will Ruin Your Life,” was the fastest–growing TEDx Talk
in “the history of the event when it was released. The
father of three, he lives in Nebraska with his wife.
Wirth has 20 years’ experience in employee assessment, leadership development, sales executive coaching,
and customer service. She has advised executives from
across the globe, consulting with such organizations as
Mercedes–Benz, Estee Lauder, Ritz–Carlton, The
Cheesecake Factory, and others. Wirth has a BA degree
from the University of Nebraska, and is a graduate of the
University of Michigan Law School. She lives in Kansas
City with her husband and two sons.
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United States Secret Service’s Washington Field Office,
with oversight of the agency’s investigative, protection,
protective intelligence, cyber and incident response
missions in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area.
He joins current board members Bill Tait, Dr. Herb
Pardes, John Neeson, John Bishop and Founder and
Chairman of the Board Adam Levin. Together, the
directors provide knowledge and guidance about the
intersection of cybersecurity, privacy, tax fraud, health–
care information security and election security. as well as
identity protection and identity theft resolution.
Cybersecurity affects individuals and organizations
large and small, from ransomware attacks and tax fraud
to election integrity, to state–sponsored attacks on
intellectual property and the general culture of cyber
insecurity. There is great demand for timely solutions
maintained, managed and updated as regularly as the
cybersecurity landscape shifts.
Ebert brings to CyberScout more than 27 years of
federal law enforcement experience. From 2010 to 2013,
while detailed to the Department of Homeland Security,
Ebert served as a deputy director at the Office of Infrastructure Protection where he was responsible for
addressing and reducing vulnerabilities associated with
terrorist attacks and natural disasters, as well as increasing the security and resilience of our nation’s critical
infrastructure.
“There are few people in the world today who are as
well versed in CyberScout’s mission critical services than
Brian Ebert,” Levin said. “His record of service to the
United States is exemplary, and his experience on–point
for where we need to go as an organization. We’re thrilled
to have him join us.”
“I am very excited to join CyberScout in the fight
against cyber criminals,” said Ebert. “Coming from a
career in executive security and law enforcement, I am
laser–focused on protecting people and organizations’
identities, information and wealth in these complex and
challenging times.”
Since 2003, CyberScout has protected consumers,
businesses and institutions alike against hackers, thieves,
and human error. To learn more, visit
www.CyberScout.com.
JANUARY 28, 2019
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Longtime OB/GYN practioner Dr. Victor Benezra opens Benezra Women’s
Care in Melbourne — comprehensive services, range of in–office procedures
By Ken Datzman
Dr. Victor Benezra, one of the best–known board–
certified obstetricians and gynecologists in the region, has
opened a comprehensive practice dedicated to women’s
health.
Women experience health–care challenges and are
more likely to be diagnosed with certain diseases than
men. And the ability of women to access the care they
need depends greatly on the availability of high–quality,
affordable providers in their communities, as well as their
knowledge about maintaining their health through
checkups, screenings, and provider counseling.
Dr. Benezra has positioned his new practice to serve a
sector of care that puts women first.
“We have state–of–the–art technology at the practice,”
said Dr. Benezra, who recently opened Benezra Women’s
Care in a fully renovated 3,000–square–foot facility at
129 W. Hibiscus Blvd. in Melbourne that features
multiple examination and procedure rooms.
“The technology allows me to do in–office procedures,
as opposed to a patient going to an outpatient surgery
center, which is costly considering the anesthesia fees and
other expenses. I’m able to perform a lot of procedures in
my office under local anthesia and in a safe environment.”
His facility is attractively furnished with upbeat South
Florida–style art on the walls in the rooms, including
prints of beach scenes. The rooms even have specially
designed cellphone holders attached to the walls for
patient convenience.
At his full–service practice, Dr. Benezra himself
specializes in benign gynecology and surgical procedures.
These include minimally invasive laparoscopic gynecology surgery, laparoscopic hysterectomy, cervical biopsy,
tubal ligation, incontinence repair, vaginal rejuvenation,
and labial reduction and cosmetic revision.
Benezra Women’s Care, in general, offers a full slate of
services, including menopausal management and post–
childbirth care.
The patients range from teenagers to post–menopausal women. The team includes Advanced Registered
Nurse Practioner Cori Kellner and practice manager
Megan Arrington.
“To me, patient care is something that is multifaceted.
It’s not just the physician. It’s the entire team. We employ
a team approach at Benezra Women’s Care. I find at the
end of the day, patients are more satisfied with their care
because it’s done in a timely fashion and there is great
communication,” he said.
For years, Dr. Benezra was a practicing obstetrician–
gynecologist physician, but now focuses solely on
gynecology at Benezra Women’s Care.
Over a 13–year period, he estimates he delivered more
than 3,000 babies in Brevard County.
And Dr. Benezra was noted for his vocal, joyous
celebration of life with each delivery. “I would go on the
labor floor and yell, ‘It’s a boy! It’s a girl!’ I like to make
that moment very special for my patients.”
Dr. Benezra says he greatly enjoys practicing medicine. “I love what I do. I enjoy being at work. I never wake
up in the morning and say, ‘Oh, gosh, I have a busy day
ahead.’ I always say, ‘I’m so excited because I have a busy
day ahead.’ I’m blessed with the opportunity to help
women with their care at various stages in their lives.”
In October, he transitioned from his years practicing
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12
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Dr. Victor Benezra, a board–certified obstetrician and gynecologist, is at his new practice — Benezra Women’s Care — on West Hibiscus
Boulevard in Melbourne. Benezra Women’s Care offers full gynecology services, including advanced laparoscopic surgery, menopausal
management, and post–childbirth care. The practice serves a range of patients, from teenagers to post–menopausal women.

as part of the Health First Medical Group to establishing
Benezra Women’s Care. “It was a smooth transition,” he
said. “I have a great relationship with Health First and I
was transparent in the process of making the decision to
set up my own practice. Health First was very receptive
and amicable during my transition.”
Health First even sent letters to Dr. Benezra’s
patients listing his new practice address, the phone
number, and stating “you may continue your care with
him. He will have all your medical records.”
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Dr. Benezra is a past chairman of the OB/GYN
Department at Health First Holmes Regional Medical
Center in Melbourne. He has published a number of
studies in peer–review journals and has presented
studies and case reports at annual conferences for both
the American College of OB/GYN and the American
College of Reproductive Medicine.
Dr. Benezra is one of the most experienced advanced
Please see Benezra Women’s Care, page 19
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Webster University’s MHA degree positions graduates for wide opportunity in job
market; school also offers MBA program with emphasis in health administration
By Ken Datzman
The gigantic health–care industry has long fueled the
nation’s economy. And there is no projected slowdown in
sight.
In fact, the health–care economy will continue to
power America’s employment growth through 2026, by
adding around 4 million new jobs, according to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Employment of medical and health–services managers is forecast to grow 20 percent over the next seven
years. And these are typically rewarding jobs, with many
of them paying $100,000 or more a year in salary,
according to the government’s “Occupational Outlook
Handbook.”
The types of jobs available in health–care administration can vary, but there are certain positions that are
experiencing solid growth, thanks to demographic shifts
in America.
As the bulk of the baby–boomer generation enters its
sixties and seventies, the wave of senior citizens is
driving demand mainly for services and care in communities around the nation.
“The health–care industry in Brevard County is
strong, and the aging population is a big part of the
growth the sector is experiencing,” said Schronie Allen,
recruitment coordinator for Webster University in
Melbourne, whose institution offers graduate degrees
that help prepare people for careers in health care.
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
estimates that health–care spending will account for
19.9 percent of the nation’s gross domestic product by
2025, up from 17.8 percent in 2015.
CMS made the spending projections under the
assumption that the Affordable Care Act would remain
intact through 2025.
Health care is one of the top five industries in the U.S.
and it’s almost a recession–proof field, at least for the
immediate years ahead as 76 million baby–boomers
(people born between 1946 and 1964) continue to flow
into the system of care.
The job growth in health care has caught the eye of
both career–switchers and those planning to move up the
ranks in their current positions with their health–related
companies.
Webster University on North Wickham Road in
Melbourne offers a Master of Health Administration
degree, and an MBA degree with an emphasis in Health
Administration, said Allen.
“We have a lot of Webster graduates working in the
health–care industry in Brevard County, and there is a
lot of interest from incoming students who want to
pursue careers in this field. Our graduates are passing
the information on to others, telling them about their
experiences at Webster and the job opportunities,” she
said.
Health–care managers plan, direct, and coordinate
medical and health–related services. They are often
employed in the health–care delivery sector as managers
of hospitals, clinics, and nursing homes, as well as solo
and group physician practices.
They may be employed in other sectors of the health–
care industry, such as in pharmaceutical companies,
medical device companies, and health–care consulting
firms, for instance.
“Because there are so many different types of busiJANUARY 28, 2019
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Schronie Allen, right, is the recruitment coordinator for Webster University in Brevard. Dawn Rodak is the campus director. They are at the
school’s new campus on North Wickham Road in Melbourne. This location serves all of Brevard. The graduate programs offered include the
Master of Health Administration and the MBA/MHA dual degree. The health–care economy continues to power job growth around the nation.

nesses and companies associated with the health–care
industry, it creates a lot of opportunity for graduates,”
said Dawn Rodak, campus director for Webster University in Brevard.
“The health–care industry is not just hospitals and
insurance companies. The sector represents a diverse
range of companies that align with the industry in some
way.”
The Master of Health Administration degree is offered
by Webster University’s George Herbert Walker School of
Business & Technology. This is a 36 credit–hour program.
The course of study builds a broad conceptual
understanding of the health–care industry, and develops

Visit BrevardBusinessNews.com for Advertising Information

specific, focused administrative skills that will help
graduates guide health–care organizations “toward
greater efficiency and effectiveness.”
The required courses include Organization and
Management in Health Administration, Human
Resources Management in Health Administration,
Financial Management in Health Administration,
Financial Analysis in Health Administration, Issues in
Health Policy, Health Administration Law, and Statistics
for Health Administration.
Students may take one or two courses per term
depending on their schedules. Courses are offered during
Please see Webster University in Melbourne, page 21
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Attorney Gen. Moody announces community leaders to serve on committee to combat the opioid epidemic

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

TALLAHASSEE — Attorney Gen. Ashley Moody, in
her first week in office, named 18 experts and community
leaders to serve on her Opioid Abuse Working Group,
including previously named Chairman Seminole County
Sheriff Dennis Lemma.
The group will gather information and best practices
from across Florida to help Moody combat the opioid
epidemic.
“As attorney general, one of my top priorities is to
combat the opioid epidemic. Therefore, one of my first
actions in my role is to announce these experts from across
the state who will find solutions to fight this crisis. These
individuals care deeply about the safety of all Floridians
and will strive to find the best answers. Florida must be a
leader in fighting this national epidemic and I am confident my Opioid Abuse Working Group will help us make a
difference,” she said.
The members include:
l Dennis Lemma, Seminole County
Sheriff Lemma serves as chairman for the working
group. With more than 26 years of experience in law
enforcement, Lemma has dedicated his career to fighting
drug abuse and arresting drug traffickers. Lemma earned
a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice administration from
Columbia College, a master’s degree in administrative
leadership from the University of Oklahoma, and is a
graduate of the Federal Bureau of Investigation National
Academy in Quantico, Virginia. He also attended the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement’s Chief Executive
Institute and served in the U.S. Marine Corps.
l State Attorney David Aronberg
Aronberg serves as the state attorney for the 15th
Judicial Circuit covering all of Palm Beach County. He
formerly served as an assistant attorney general and was a
Florida senator. In 2016 he created a Sober Homes Task
Force, which has led to new Florida laws and regulations
to combat patient brokering and insurance fraud.
l Steve Collins
Collins is the director of Central Florida High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Area. Following a tenured career in law
enforcement, Collins now leads strategic efforts to identify
and dismantle drug trafficking operations in the Central
Florida area and abroad.
l James Dicks
Dicks served in the U.S. Marine Corps and is the
current Florida chairman of the Department of Defense
Employer Support for the Guard and Reserve and part of
Defense Personnel and Family Support Center. Addiction
issues involving veterans and opioids are becoming more
common. His role as state chairman allows him to spend
much of his time transitioning veterans and offering
resources and support to the veterans and their families
who may be affected.
l Rachel Docekal
Docekal is a seasoned leader with specialized knowledge in for–profit and nonprofit sectors including serving
as an executive committee member on the Criminal
Justice Commission. She previously served as the CEO for
Hanley Foundation, whose mission is to provide substance
abuse prevention and education programs for parents,
caregivers, and school–age children.
l Sheriff Tommy Ford, Bay County
While being sheriff, Ford has implemented Medication
Assisted Treatment through his jail which conducts
vivitrol treatments to those who are about to be released
and continued to engage with those individuals after
release to help with life management and addiction. He is
also proud of their Mission–Based Resilience program
which focuses on mental, spiritual, and emotional health of
inmates suffering from addiction to teach them how to
create more resilience in life.
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 14

l Andy Gardiner
Gardiner is the senior vice president of external affairs
and community relations with Orlando Health, a not–for–
profit health–care organization with hospitals and
physician practices across Central Florida. Gardiner
oversees strategy for the organization’s involvement in the
community including drug recovery and reaching vulnerable citizens, working directly to combat the opioid
epidemic. Previously, he served as a member of the Florida
State Senate, where he was president for the 2015–2016
term.
l Stacy Gromatski
Gromatski is the president and CEO of the Florida
Network of Youth and Family Services, where she has
served since 2010. Gromatski has worked to enhance the
lives of runaway, homeless, and troubled youth and their
families as well as seek data–driven and cost–effective
strategies to reform the criminal justice system for
Florida’s youth.
l Councilman William Gulliford
Gulliford has served on the Jacksonville city council
since 2011. He chaired the city of Jacksonville Opioid
Epidemic Special committee and is a tenured leader and
advocate for the citizens he serves.
l Julie Chaikin Hogan
Hogan has been with the Florida Attorney General’s
Office of Statewide Prosecution for the last 19 years. She is
currently the deputy statewide prosecutor for the Office of
Statewide Prosecution. Her efforts over the last several
years have been focused in working on prosecutorial
strategies to combat the opioid epidemic including
prosecuting organized fraud schemes, racketeering related
crimes and multi–jurisdictional narcotics and money
laundering cases.
l Samantha Kolb
Kolb is the director of Addiction Center in Florida for
Centerstone. The organization specializes in mental
health, addiction, and counseling. Kolb is a licensed clinical
social worker with nearly 10 years of experience in
behavioral health. She specializes in addictions treatment
and currently manages the Adult Addiction Continuum.
l Al Lamberti
A retired sheriff, Lamberti currently serves as the
Florida law enforcement coordinator for the Regional
Organized Crime Information Center. He is a 35–year
veteran of the Broward County Sheriff’s Office and also led
a comprehensive strategy to combat the opioid epidemic in
South Florida.
l Shannon MacGillis
MacGillis is a special counsel to the Office of Statewide
Prosecution within Florida Attorney General’s Office. She
has served as an assistant state attorney and then an
assistant statewide prosecutor and for the past 10 years
she has been assigned to the North Florida High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Area in Jacksonville, where she is the
prosecutorial initiative/cash asset seizure team com-

mander. MacGillis has specialized in drug prosecutions for
more than 15 years, with the last six years specializing in
emerging synthetic drugs and analog prosecutions in
Florida.
l Interim Chief Mary Olsen, Delray Beach Police
Department
Olsen was born and raised in West Palm Beach. She
became a police officer in October 1984 and has worked in
several areas of the department, including patrol, organized crime, criminal investigations and community
policing. Now, she serves as interim chief. The Delray
Beach Police Department has been very successful with its
three–prong approach to the opioid crisis: education,
enforcement, and life safety. The Delray Beach Police
Department was the first agency in Palm Beach County
and second in the state to supply its officers with Narcan,
which is used to treat narcotic overdoses.
l Dionne Polite
Polite is the manager for state operations in Florida for
AARP. Americans over 50 are using narcotic pain pills in
surprisingly high numbers, and many are becoming
addicted. Polite is responsible for managing the AARP
Florida team that is focused on statewide outreach and
community education efforts.
l Dr. Teresa Rawe
Dr. Rawe is the emergency department medical director
of TeamHealth, located in Bradenton. She is affiliated with
Manatee Memorial Hospital, which has implemented a
new method, Alternatives to Opioids. The methods aims to
cut down on the prescription of opioids by seeking other
routes of pain management. She was recently awarded the
Champion of Prevention — Healthcare Award for her work
on substance–abuse prevention.
l Dr. Mark Rubenstein.
Dr. Rubenstein is a practicing pain management doctor
in Jupiter, and is affiliated with multiple hospitals in the
area, including Good Samaritan Medical Center and
Jupiter Medical Center. He received his medical degree
from State University of New York, Upstate Medical
University, and has been in practice for more than 20
years. Dr. Rubenstein has additionally worked diligently
with the Florida Medical Association on various legislative
activities including pain medicine prescribing, allied health
care over–reach, and the opioid/heroin crisis.
l Laurie Serra
Serra, along with her husband Mark, are cofounders of
Narcotics Overdose Prevention Education of Pinellas
County. Having lost their oldest son Matthew to prescription drug abuse in 2008, Laurie has worked diligently to
educate both students and the community on the dangers
and consequences of drug use, reaching more than 200,000
kids in Pinellas County.
To reach out to the Opioid Abuse Working Group,
contact Erica Geiger, director of special projects and
initiatives for the Attorney General’s Office, at
Erica.Geiger@MyFloridaLegal.com.

Berkshire Hathaway’s Palladino earns leading certifications in her industry
Julie Palladino of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty has received two Relocation Certifications from
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices, the brokerage network operated by HSF Affiliates LLC.
She earned certifications by successfully completing the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices’ training module which
focuses on Performance Expectations and Marketing Assistance. With this Relocation Certification, Palladino can now
provide the specialized knowledge needed to effectively service and market relocation transferee properties.
“These certifications are an important indicator of the quality of professionals in our industry,” said Caprice Atwell,
managing broker of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty’s Melbourne branch. “Julie has worked extremely
hard to earn her certificate and now has the ability to obtain relocation transferee listing referrals through Berkshir e
Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty.”
Palladino has worked in the real–estate business for more than two years. She previously worked in nursing for man y
years in New York.
For more information about the company, visit www.BHHSFloridaRealty.com.
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Mary Barzee Flores joins Fried administration as
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the Deputy Commissioner for Consumer Affairs
TALLAHASSEE — The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
and Commissioner Nicole “Nikki” Fried has announced the appointment of Mary Barzee
Flores.
Barzee Flores, who has served in the Federal Public Defender’s Office for the Southern
District of Florida and presided as a circuit court judge in Florida’s Eleventh Judicial
Circuit, will serve as Deputy Commissioner for Consumer Affairs, a senior leadership role
overseeing the department’s consumer services responsibilities, including licensing and
concealed weapons permitting.
“Mary’s extensive experience with consumer protection issues, as both an attorney and
a judge, make her a perfect fit as we strengthen our Department’s consumer services and
protect Florida taxpayers,” said Fried. “From credit card skimmers and fraud to
telemarketing scams and effective oversight of licensing, we are bringing consumer
protection to the forefront of the Department to ensure Floridians know we’re here to help
them.”
“Commissioner Fried understands the need to defend Florida’s consumers, and the
Department’s wide array of responsibilities presents an opportunity to help fight for the
economic security of our state’s hardworking people,” said Barzee Flores. “I’m honored to
join an administration focused on protecting consumer rights and the interests, safety,
and security of all Floridians.”
Grea Bevis, the director of the Division of Licensing, has resigned, effective Jan. 11.
Barzee Flores will oversee licensing operations as Fried and department leaders seek to
strengthen and improve department rules and procedures.
Barzee Flores joins the administration from the litigation department of Stearns
Weaver Miller Weissler Alhadeff & Sitterson’s Miami office. For 12 years, she worked in
the Federal Public Defender’s Office, trying more than 40 federal jury trials to verdict.
Barzee Flores also served as a circuit court judge in Florida’s Eleventh Judicial Circuit
for more than eight years, presiding over thousands of cases.

Four GrayRobinson attorneys successfully assist
in negotiating of potential 75–year ground lease
ORLANDO — GrayRobinson, P.A., recently announced that William Boyles, John
Kancilia, Heather Ramos and Paul Quinn Jr. successfully assisted the Indian River
County Hospital District trustees in negotiating a potential 75–year amended and
restated ground–lease agreement concerning the Indian River Medical Center (IRMC).
The negotiation includes related agreements as part of a larger transaction which
resulted in IRMC becoming affiliated with The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, the
No. 2–ranked health–care system in the United States, according to firms that rate
such institutions.
Before the closing, IRMC and its health–care system were operated by a nonprofit
charitable organization, Indian River Memorial Hospital Inc., and its affiliates.
The various agreements related to the transaction were unanimously approved by the
board of directors of Indian River Memorial Hospital Inc. and its affiliate boards and the
trustees of the Indian River County Hospital District in early October, with the chairperson of each board expressing how important the transaction is to the community.
The transaction closed effective Jan. 1, 2019, resulting in the Florida affiliate of The
Cleveland Clinic Foundation becoming the sole member of Indian River Memorial
Hospital Inc.
The series of agreements will result in IRMC and its related health–care system
joining the Cleveland Clinic health system, and includes a 30–year amended and restated
lease with three 15–year renewal options.
As part of the transaction, the Cleveland Clinic Health system has committed to invest
at least $250 million into IRMC during the next 10 years, among other commitments to
the District and IRMC.
The transaction is expected to have far–reaching impacts to the Vero Beach and Indian
River County communities for many years to come.
GrayRobinson is a full–service law and lobbying firm with 300 attorneys and govern ment relations professionals spanning 14 offices, including locally. For more information
on the firm, visit www.gray–robinson.com.
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Rock–and–roll band ‘Whitesnake’ coming to King Center
The King Center in Melbourne has added “Whitesnake: The Flesh & Blood Tour” to its
concert schedule. The well–known rock–and–roll band will perform at 8 p.m. on Friday,
April 26. The band was founded and formed by Deep Purple singer David Coverdale.
Their concert will feature songs from the new studio record to be released on Frontiers
titled “Flesh & Blood,” alongside their biggest hits and songs from “one of the greatest
back catalogues in rock–and–roll history spanning over 40 years.” Tickets may be
purchased by visiting KingCenter.com or calling (321) 242–2219.
JANUARY 28, 2019
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Junior League to host ‘Girl Power Symposium’ Feb. 2 at Space Coast Association of Realtors
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The Junior League of South Brevard Inc. will host its
“Girl Power Symposium” from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 2, at the Space Coast Association of
Realtors in Melbourne.
Recently, the Junior League sent a press release to
the media with the incorrect date.
The Girl Power project was developed by members of
the all–volunteer based Junior League of South Brevard
after a need was identified to place a focus on providing
access to tools necessary for a bright future through a
positive impact on the lives of girls through innovative
workshops focusing on self–esteem, nutrition, leadership
and mentoring.
A steering committee was formed in 2018 to research
opportunities, as well as a partnership with the Leadership Brevard Class of 2018 to establish the first symposium in April 2018. The Girl Power project was developed
from this yearlong effort.
Girl Power consists of free workshops intended to
provide young women in Brevard County ages 14–18
years old with the necessary skills needed to build and
maintain a healthy lifestyle, both in mind and body.

“The Girl Power project is a direct response to the
desire of our members to meet the needs of girls in our
community,” said Cindy Parr, the Girl Power committee
chairwoman for Junior League of South Brevard. “Our
community Council has delivered meaningful support to
the South Brevard area since 1966. Girl Power is the
next chapter of community impact and we are thrilled to

provide the means to empower these girls’ lives in a
positive manner.”
The activities of the Girl Power Symposium are
underwritten by the fundraising efforts of Junior League
of South Brevard. To learn how you can be part of these
efforts or for more information on the project, visit
www.JLSB.net/girlpower or email GirlPower@JLSB.net.

Space Coast Birding and Wildlife Festival scheduled Jan. 23–28 in Titusville
The 22rd annual Space Coast Birding and Wildlife
Festival will take place Jan. 23–28 and is one of the largest
such events in the United States. No matter if you are a
longtime bird and wildlife watcher or just starting to
appreciate the beauty of nature, this Festival is one of top
events to experience on the Space Coast.
This year’s Festival, hosted at Eastern Florida State
College in Titusville, is all about the owl, and the lineup of
national speakers represents top experts and thought–
leaders in the areas of wildlife, birding and conservation.
Other features will include nature–based experiences
from “world–class” photographers, presentations, work-

shops, and activities that highlight the Space Coast’s
wildlife and natural resources.
The keynote speaker will be Denver Holt of the Owl
Research Institute. He’ll talk about the “Adaptions of
Owls” at a dinner scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m. on Jan. 23.
The cost to attend the dinner is $60. Holt has been a leader
in owl research, education and conservation for more than
30 years. He is responsible for some of the longest–running
studies of their kind in the world.
To register for the event or to learn more about the
full schedule of activities, visit SCBWF.org, or call
(321) 268–5224 (Festival hotline).
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Contact us for an update on SBA 504 Financing
or general rate structure information.

SBA 504 financing GREAT for businesses!
www.fbdc.net
5950 Hazeltine National Drive, Suite 625, Orlando, FL
Florida Business Development Corporation (FBDC) is a private, non-profit
Certified Development Company establihed in 1989 to administer the
Small Business Association (SBA) 504 Loan Program.
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Viera ranks in Top 25 Master–Planned Communities across the nation, great appeal, according to new study
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

VIERA — John Burns Real Estate Consulting LLC and
RCLCO Real Estate Advisors have released their list of the
Top 50 Master–Planned Communities across the United
States. And Viera has once again been ranked within the
top 25 master–planned communities in the nation on both
lists.
Gregg Logan, author of the RCLCO study, observed
that “Viera had a very strong year and is now the sixth
best–selling community in the state of Florida. The
community’s continuing success places it among the top 25
master–planned communities in the country.”
Both organizations base their top 50 rankings on high–
performing master–planned communities and new home
sales within the community.
Consultants provide feedback from industry contacts
that support the research which goes into producing the
prestigious annual rankings.
“Viera’s ranking in the top 25 nationally is a key
recognition of the great appeal of the community as a
premier destination to both live and work,” said Todd
Pokrywa, president of The Viera Co.
In 2017, several new housing developments opened in
Viera, while 2018 was a big year for commercial, infrastructure, and rental development in Viera.
“Now that we have what we call a ‘critical mass’ we
have enhanced and expanded our focus on developing
many of the community amenities, commercial and retail
spaces, and the improved infrastructure that Viera needs
to continue our steady growth,” Pokrywa said.
“These rankings are a great benchmark of where we are
as a master–planned community and how we compete on a
national level,” added Scott Miller, vice president sales and
community management for The Viera Co. “A top 25
ranking is the validation of our constant efforts to innovate
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Space Coast Credit Union has announced the opening of a new branch at 2449 N. Wickham Road in Melbourne. Th e
branch is in the Lake Washington Shopping Center.
“We’ve heard so many wonderful comments from members on how great the location is, and how they’ve been waitin g
for years for us to build a location here” said Tiffany Simmons, branch manager of the new Lake Washington location .
This branch offers three drive–through lanes, a drive–through ATM, and self–service deposit boxes. All regula r
financial services are also available, including home and auto loan services and financial and business consultations.
Ann Roberts, director of retail services for South Brevard County and Indian River County, said, “We recognized th e
need for this branch by listening to our members’ requests. This new location provides another convenient option to fulfill
the needs of our members between Melbourne and Baytree, and help even out traffic to our branches located at Airpor t
and 20 S. Wickham Road.”
The opening of the new Melbourne location marks the 59th SCCU branch, with a footprint spanning from Flagler
County to Miami–Dade. SCCU continues to explore and introduce new mobile technology to offer members more self–
service options, yet also recognizes “the critical role branch locations play in being powered by technology and backed by
people,” she said.
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Space Coast Credit Union opens branch in Lake Washington Shopping Center
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the award–winning Duran Golf Club, quality medical
services and multiple places of worship all within minutes
of every home.
Lesley Deutch, principal at John Burns Real Estate
Consulting, said, “Viera is one of the few master plans
where the developer is also the largest builder. We credit
Viera’s success with a varied product and price offering and
a true sense of ‘community’ incorporated into each
neighborhood of the master plan.”
The Viera Co., a wholly–owned subsidiary of A. Duda &
Sons Inc., manages commercial and residential development of Duda’s non–agricultural property and is the
developer of the master–planned community of Viera.
The company’s integrated real–estate operations
include Viera Builders, Viera Commercial Properties, and
the Duran Golf Club.
For more information on Viera, visit www.Viera.com.
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and create a vibrant and desirable community.” Logan
noted that “Viera increased sales by 4 percent over its
performance in 2017, further elevating their status in our
rankings.”
The master–planned community of Viera showcases
more than 100 miles of trails, numerous community and
neighborhood parks including the robust Viera Regional
Park and the currently under–construction Addison
Village Amenity Center.
“Located in the heart of the Space Coast with easy
access to Interstate 95 and situated between two international airports, Viera’s accessibility for local businesses and
residents alike makes it an enhanced location to many key
destinations,” said Pokrywa.
Viera also encompasses other “sought–after amenities”
such as retail shopping, a movie theater, A–rated schools,
the Brevard Zoo, USSSA’s Space Coast Stadium Complex,
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Inaugural Kissimmee Family Golf Classic to be played on three of Central Florida’s premier courses

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

KISSIMMEE — With a star–studded golf course lineup
and an idyllic host destination, the first Kissimmee Family
Golf Classic will be played June 20–23.
The 54–hole, team scramble event is open to any
combination of family members and will be a celebration of
the bonds the game helps create.
Cost of entry is $799 for a team of four. Tournament
rounds will be played at the Nicklaus and Watson courses
at Reunion Resort, one of Florida’s premier golf facilities,
and Celebration Golf Club, a co–design of industry greats
Robert Trent Jones Jr. and Robert Trent Jones Sr.
Entry also includes a VIP welcome gift package,
breakfast and lunch each day at the tournament, and on–
course contests.
“Kissimmee has so much to offer as both a golf and
family vacation destination, the decision to launch this
tournament was a natural one,” said John Poole, executive
director, Experience Kissimmee. “Golf and family are
inextricably linked for so many players. It’s a multi–
generational game, allowing for special time spent with
parents, grandparents, and children in a fun, stress–free
environment.”
The schedule of events for the Kissimmee Family Golf
Classic:
June 20: Welcome Reception
June 21: Nicklaus Course at Reunion Resort, 8:30 a.m.
June 22: Watson Course at Reunion Resort, 8:30 a.m.
June 23: Celebration Golf Club, 8:30 a.m.; Closing
Ceremonies/Farewell Awards Reception, 1:30 p.m.
Reunion Resort features three award–winning golf
courses and the new Nicklaus Clubhouse. It is the “only
place in the world” where players can test their skills on
signature–designed courses by Arnold Palmer, Jack
Nicklaus, and Tom Watson. The Nicklaus and Watson

layouts will be hosting the Kissimmee Family Golf Classic,
allowing tournament participants to enjoy nationally–
acclaimed courses.
The Nicklaus Course, featuring a new state–of–the–art
clubhouse, is a Parkland–style layout that is “smooth and
flowing” with long horizon lines and elevated tee boxes and
greens. It can be as deceptive as it is beautiful.
An eight–time major champion, Tom Watson’s layout at
Reunion is one of his finest architectural works. The
layout, a “Top 100 Resort Course,” showcases wide
fairways and large undulating greens, placing a premium
on creativity.
“This is the first year of this event, and we believe it will
grow quickly,” said Kevin Baker, general manager of
Reunion Resort. “The quality of golf, value, and beautiful

weather will make the Kissimmee Family Golf Classic a
favorite destination event.”
Celebration Golf Club has been ranked among the top
25 family golf courses in the U.S. and has drawn rave
reviews for both the quality of its design and its commitment to customer service.
“Families from around the world visit Kissimmee to
enjoy its close proximity to legendary attractions. Plus, the
value they receive at our area resorts, hotels, and restaurants is unmatched,” said John Bixler, general manager of
Celebration Golf Club. “The Kissimmee Family Golf
Classic will combine all those elements in a tournament
that will place equal emphasis on fun and competition.”
For more information about the Kissimmee Family Golf
Classic, visit at www.KissimmeeFamilyGolfClassic.com.

PCAA conducting search for CEO as Duffy transitions to start consulting firm
CHICAGO — Prevent Child Abuse America and its board of directors recently announced that Dan Duffy will
transition out of the CEO role to start a government affairs consulting firm focused on strengthening American families.
“Dan has brought great dedication and energy to PCA America during his three years as CEO. His efforts have
strengthened our organization, and we are well positioned to continue our important work of preventing the abuse an d
neglect of our nation’s children,” said Board Chairwoman Andrea Robertson.
Duffy, a former Illinois state senator, will continue to act as CEO during the transition phase while the board conducts
a search for a new CEO.
“It has been an honor to be the president and CEO of Prevent Child Abuse America. I am very proud of what our team
has accomplished, and I look forward to continuing our work together on behalf of our nation’s children,” said Duffy .
Founded in 1972, Prevent Child Abuse America is a national organization with chapters in all 50 states and nearly
600 Healthy Families America home visitation sites.
PCA America promotes services that improve child well–being and develop programs that help to prevent all types of
abuse and neglect. Ninety–four cents of every dollar spent goes directly into our programs and services.
PCA is recognized as one of the top charities for children in the nation by “Consumer Reports” and has received to p
ratings from charity oversight organizations, including Charity Navigator, GreatNonprofits and GuideStar. To learn
more about this organization, visit www.PreventChildAbuse.org.
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Benezra Women’s Care
Continued from page 12
laparoscopic surgeons in the region. Laparoscopic surgery
is a specialized technique where the surgeon uses a
laparoscope, a long, slender surgical device.
In the past, this device was commonly used for
gynecologic surgery and for gallbladder surgery. Over the
last 10 years, the use of this technique has expanded into
intestinal surgery.
Dr. Benezra is a specialist in performing laparoscopic
surgery and hysteroscopic surgery. He estimates he has
performed more than 3,500 hysterectomies.
A laparoscopic hysterectomy is a minimally invasive
surgical procedure to remove the uterus and other
reproductive organs. A small incision is made in the belly
button and a tiny, tube–like camera is inserted. The
surgeon watches the image from a camera on a TV screen
and performs the operative procedure.
Two or three other tiny incisions are made in the
lower abdomen. Specialized instruments are inserted and
used for the removal process. Advanced laparoscopic
surgery allows surgeons to make incisions only millimeters in size.
“My area of specialty in a hospital setting is advanced
laparoscopic surgery, which means I’m able to make
small incisions of the abdomen, insert instruments, and
remove pelvic organs, or do what I need to do for the
patient,” he said. “The patient has a quick recovery time
— maybe an overnight stay at the hospital — and she is
back to her regular activities. My incisions are closed with
glue. That’s how small they are. We have really good
results.”
Dr. Benezra said it requires “a lot of time and training
to do laparoscopic surgery, where you actually control the
instruments. You’re doing the entire procedure with

tactile stimulation and you feel what you’re doing. I love
doing my weekly surgeries and I have a wonderful team
at the hospital (Holmes Regional Medical Center).
Everything is very efficient.”
He treats women who have a range of conditions, from
pelvic pain to irregular bleeding to ovarian cysts.
Another area of the practice’s expertise is menopausal
medicine. Menopause, sometimes called “the change of
life,” is a normal time in a woman’s life when her period
stops. During menopause, a woman’s body makes less of
the estrogen and progesterone hormones, said Dr.
Benezra.
Lower hormone levels may lead to symptoms like
“night sweats, hot flashes, and vaginal dryness along
with thin bones.”
Hormones affect just about everything that goes on in
a woman’s body, from reproductive function and sexual
libido to weight gain and overall mood.
“Women go through this transition and many of them
feel like it is just a natural progression in life. I am
supposed to have hot flashes and night sweats. I’m
supposed to have joint pain and memory fog. I’m supposed to have less energy. I’m supposed to have less
libido. We offer various options to address and treat these
symptoms,” he said.
Roughly 6,000 women in the U.S. reach menopause
each day, according to the North American Menopause
Society. By 2020, 50 million women will be postmenopausal.
About 75 percent of women experience some kind of
menopausal distress, according to the North American
Menopause Society.
And for some 20 percent of these women, the symp-

toms — in particular hot flashes and night sweats — are
severe enough to interfere with just about every meaningful aspect of their lives.
Some women choose to treat their menopause
symptoms with hormone medicines, often called conventional “hormone replacement therapy.”
Dr. Benezra says his practice offers menopausal
women various treatment options, including one known
as “hormone pellet therapy.” The pellets are tiny,
custom–compounded therapies for symptoms that stem
from hormone imbalances.
“We evaluate the patient’s hormone levels and
determine if she is a good candidate for hormone pellet
therapy,” said Dr. Benezra.
The pellets, placed under the skin, consistently release
small doses of “bioidentical hormones.” The pellets are no
larger than a grain of rice. They dissolve slowly over time,
releasing a consistent amount of hormones.
In studies, when compared to conventional hormone
replacement therapy, pellets offer relief of menopausal
symptoms, maintenance of bone density, restoration of
sleep patterns, and improvement in sex drive and libido.
“I have been offering pellet therapy for more than
seven years. The pellets are certainly effective and they
are safe. In general, we treat many menopausal women,”
said Dr. Benezra, a graduate of the University of Miami
and of what is now known as Rutgers University’s Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School in New Jersey.
Dr. Benezra added, “We offer just about everything in
women’s care. We are specialists in the field of women’s
health care. We are devoted to providing comprehensive
and compassionate care through the many stages of their
lifetime.”
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Motive Learning debuts next level of LMS to ensure employees meet qualification criteria in targeted industries
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MERRITT ISLAND — In the aerospace and aviation
industries, it is critical that the people responsible for
transporting billions of dollars in trade and technology and
millions of lives be qualified. A lack of knowledge or proper
training, or work performed by someone not qualified, can
be catastrophic.
Motive Learning, a leader in e–learning solutions has
been providing companies such as United Launch Alliance,
Satcom Direct and Menzies Aviation with a fully integrated and customized learning management system
(LMS) that ensures each component of training and
certification is managed through a single platform, with
information provided and updated in real time.
Now, it is taking the LMS to the next level with the
debut of MotiveLMS 5.0.
“The advanced platform of MotiveLMS 5.0 offers more
flexibility and customization and is designed with the
customer’s customer in mind,” said Karla Roberts, Motive
Learning’s cofounder. “Along with advanced programming
and tracking capabilities, the intuitive, predictive analytics
in MotiveLMS 5.0 can spot potential problems or conflicts
in training compliance or qualifications before they could
become an issue. Never again will an unqualified employee
work at risk.”
MotiveLMS 5.0 provides new features that ensure
companies in highly–regulated industries have the tools
they need to train, track, and qualify their employees,
including:
l Employee Qualification Management: Monitors
training activities to assure that employees are competent
to meet customer requirements.
l Checklist Course Type: Administers all required steps
of on–the job–training, proficiency evaluation, and safety
observations, or any other set of tasks desired to assist

with employee on–boarding, training and qualifications.
Checklists can be created and delivered via mobile device.
Additionally, a PDF of a scanned completed checklist or
form can be uploaded to the system for verification.
l On the Job Training/Proficiency Checks: Training can
be administered and tracked in the field using a
MotiveLMS generated electronic checklist and a smart
phone or tablet. Trainer comments may be added to each
task to document key actions performed during the
training activity. In addition, copies of paper–based
checklists can be uploaded to OJT enrollment for documentation.
l Third–Party Certification Tracking: A certification
received from an outside party can be applied to an
employee’s user account.
l Instructor Led Training Events and Course Resources: An expanded feature to schedule and manage

specific training events by date, time and location.
Instructors may upload prerequisite materials to be
viewed before the class/training event.
Motive Learning will formally debut MotiveLMS 5.0 at
the upcoming ATD TechKnowledge Conference, set for
Feb. 6–8 at the Palm Beach County Convention Center in
West Palm Beach. Attendees will have the opportunity to
experience the platform’s capabilities and learn how it can
be customized to perform specialized functions or fulfill
specific requirements based on a client’s business and
industry.
The company is also offering a complimentary 30–day
trial of MotiveLMS 5.0 so customers can use the platform
firsthand and see the benefits for the themselves.
To schedule a consultation, complimentary trial or for
more information about Motive Learning’s LMS 5.0 visit
MotiveLearning.com or call (321) 453–8133.

Brevard achieves the highest increase in graduation rates in last five years
VIERA — Brevard Public Schools achieved a 2.2 percent increase in high school graduation rates in the 2017–2018
school year, according to data released by the Florida Department of Education. This marks the highest gain for th e
district in the last five years, bringing its graduation rate to 88.1 percent.
“This is a significant improvement and one which we take great pride in,” said Superintendent Mark Mullins. “There
is tremendous work going on in our schools and across our district that is a testament to the collective hard work an d
dedication of teachers and staff in striving to achieve our mission of serving every student with excellence.”
Brevard Schools graduates an average of 5,500 seniors each year. Last year, that number increased by more than 100.
“BPS high schools saw gains across the board in every subgroup category,” said Stephanie Soliven, assistant superintendent of secondary leading and learning. “We are literally closing the achievement gap each year with more and more
seniors crossing that stage and earning their diploma.”
Florida’s overall high school graduation rate reached a 15–year high, with the statewide graduation rate rising to
86.1 percent, an increase of 3.8 percentage points over last year.
For more information about the Florida Department of Education’s report on 2017–2018 high school graduation rates,
visit www.FLDOE.org/accountability.
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Webster University in Melbourne
Continued from page 13
five convenient terms per year: January, March, May,
August and October. The next enrollment period is in
March.
Rodak said the courses are taught by practitioner
faculty members, which enables students to gain
knowledge from instructors who are specialists in their
respective fields.
Most faculty members work full time as senior
executives in hospitals, insurance companies, health–
care consulting firms, and other health–care organizations.
Allen said Webster University’s dual–degree option —
the MBA/MHA — is a popular program.
“A lot of people who are currently working in the
health–care field see the dual–option degree program
giving them a big lift in terms of gaining skills on the
business side,” she said.
“We are really pushing the MBA/MHA. It’s a great
program. We’ve had some students who have earned an
MBA degree from Webster and then decided to add the
MHA emphasis. So, they are really equipped for all types
of job opportunities in the industry.”
The MBA/MHA dual–degree option requires the
completion of 54 credit hours consisting of nine required
core courses (27 credit hours) in the Master of Health
Administration and the nine required core courses
(27 credit hours) in the MBA program.
Upon completion of the 54 credits, two separate
diplomas are issued to the student at the same time.
“I’ve noticed that a lot of employees on the health–care
side of the industry, those who have earned bachelor’s
degrees in various disciplines, are now better positioning
themselves for advancement by way of the MBA/MHA

dual–degree option,” said Allen.
“Health care is a business and the MBA/MHA is very
helpful to have because the MBA part provides you with
the business background and the MHA gives you the
administrative component,” added Rodak. “So you really
need that balance to move up in your career and take on
new challenges.”
According to an article in “The New York Times,” the
top earners in the medical industry are professionals who
oversee the “business of medicine.” These include
hospital executives, hospital administrators, and
insurance executives.
In January of this year, the Accreditation Council for
Business Schools and Programs Baccalaureate Graduate
Degree Board of Commissioners reaffirmed the accreditation of the George Herbert Walker School of Business &
Technology business programs.
Based on the Baldrige Education Criteria for Performance Excellence, the ACBSP accreditation evaluates
aspects of leadership, strategic planning, relationships
with stakeholders, quality of academic programs, faculty
credentials, and educational support to determine
whether the business programs offer a “rigorous educational experience and demonstrate continuous quality
improvement.”
The business programs at Webster University were
first accredited by ACBSP in 2008. The university is
required to go through the reaffirmation process every 10
years to maintain its standing.
Locally, Webster University offers classes at its new
campus in Melbourne, as well as online and through
WebNet+, the school’s networked course–delivery
method.

“WebNet+ connects students and faculty in real time
to learn, engage, and collaborate,” said Allen. “This
allows Webster students from any location to enroll in
one of the selected courses offered and participate
virtually in discussions and activities.”
She continued, “WebNet+ is a great platform for
students who have a busy schedule. WebNet+ is just like
being in the classroom with your colleagues. Basically,
it’s like a video–conference experience.”
“We cater to working adults who are professionals and
a lot of them are frequently on the road traveling or flying
to a business conference or a business destination,” said
Rodak.
“They really appreciate the convenience of WebNet+
and having that flexibility to attend class wherever they
are. We have to be flexible to accommodate their
educational needs, and we have long strived to do that.”
Last year, St. Louis–based Webster University
marked its 25th year in Brevard with the opening of its
new custom–built facility in Melbourne. The 9,950–
square–foot classroom complex was designed by area
architect Dave Nagrodsky and is located at Crossroads
Village, a business center at the southeast quadrant of
North Wickham Road and Pineda Causeway.
The campus is close to a host of communities,
including Suntree, Viera, Merritt Island, and the
beaches. “The students have really embraced our new
campus. And we’ve heard a lot of really nice comments
from people in the community. This is our campus for
Brevard County. We will be hosting a grand opening
sometime in February. We’ll be announcing the date as
soon as everything is finalized. We’re excited to show it
off to the community,” said Rodak.
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Brevard Family Partnership
Continued from page 1
Working in partnership with more than 70 community
organizations, its mission is to protect children,
strengthen families, and change lives through the
prevention of child abuse, and the operation and management of a comprehensive, integrated community–based
system of care for abused, abandoned, and neglected
children — and their families.
Under the Brevard Family Partnership umbrella are
Brevard CARES and Family Allies Inc. In total, about 200
people work for the three entities which Scarpelli oversees.
“This type of structure creates a family of synergistic
people who are thinking about innovative ways to work
with a limitation of resources. But it’s really about
understanding the needs of these families very acutely
from the moment our professionals begin working with
them,” said Scarpelli, who earned his master’s degree
from Yeshiva University in New York City.
Scarpelli previously served as the director of professional development, talent management, and strategic
planning for Florida’s Department of Children and
Families.
He was the regional director for the Department of
Children and Families’ Central Region. The state is
divided into six regions. He’s worked for the Department
of Children and Families for the last 10 years.
The Brevard Family Partnership board of directors
made the announcement of Scarpelli as the new CEO late
last year. “The board did a great job bringing Phil here,”
said Jim Carlson, who served as interim CEO and is
Brevard Family Partnership’s senior executive for
administration.
“Besides his in–depth experience in the field, Phil
brings a new vision to help us continue to move forward,
to do some things that perhaps we weren’t thinking about
before. So, as an organization, having Phil as our CEO is a
really exciting opportunity for us.”
Dr. Patricia Nellius had served as the CEO of Brevard
Family Partnership since it was established.
Scarpelli came aboard as CEO just in time to attend
Brevard Family Partnership’s recent “Celebration of
Adoption” event. Brevard Family Partnership — in
conjunction with Judge Charlie Crawford, the Guardian
ad Litem Program, Family Allies and IMPOWER —
hosted the event to celebrate the joining of 21 Brevard
County foster youth with their “forever families.”
During the official ceremonial proceedings, each family
appeared before Judge Crawford and Brevard Family
Partnership’s attorney and presented the final permanency documents to the court, completing the adoption
process.
“The event was quite humbling,” said Scarpelli. “The
love that comes from people who want to do this — adopt
— gets reinforced every time these celebrations are held.
There are families that have adopted one, two, three, or
even more children. They are some of the most generous
people on earth. We were in the courtroom when the judge
presided over the event. You could see tears in his eyes,
you could see tears in the audience’s eyes, you could see
tears in the children’s eyes, and tears in the eyes of the
adopting parents.”
Scarpelli added, “I was blessed to come into this
position right in the middle of November when this event
really highlights what we do in child welfare. It celebrates
the accomplishments of matching children with families.
If it were not for the efforts of the community and of our
agency partners, where would these children be tomorrow? So it’s wonderful to be a part of it all. This journey we
call our career, our profession, is really a gift. We feel
fortunate to be doing what we’re doing.”
JANUARY 28, 2019

The celebration at the courthouse in Viera aligns with
November’s National Adoption Month, an initiative of the
U.S. Children’s Bureau, with a goal to increase national
awareness and bring attention to the need for permanent
families for children and youth in the U.S. foster–care
system.
For the month of November, Brevard Family Partnership had 27 foster–child placements with families in the
region.
“Last year (in 2017), we had 142 children adopted out
of the system,” said Carlson. “Since inception (in 2005),
more than 1,000 children have been adopted. Just think
about the scope of that number. It’s like the enrollment of
a big junior high school, but with all the slots filled with
kids who have been adopted out of the child welfare
system in Brevard County.”
Brevard Family Partnership — along with partner
agency IMPOWER — has joined with the community,
giving youth whose parents could no longer care for them,
the safety and stability of a permanent and lasting family
connection.
Brevard Family Partnership also hosts a Celebration
of Adoption event in the spring. Foster parents must be at
least 21 years old, married or single, renting or owning a
home, financially stable, “committed to loving and
nurturing” a child in their residence, and committed to
attending required training sessions. There are other
requirements, too.
For more information on how to become a foster
parent, call Brevard Family Partnership at (321)
752–4650 or visit BrevardFP.org.
“Apart from getting a number of children adopted, we
have led the state in children achieving permanency,” said
Carlson. “These are children who come into the system
and within 12 months are either reunified or adopted, or
placed with relatives, and their case is closed. The family
can continue to be whole in their new configuration and
move forward. The federal target for placement stability is
40 percent, and for the past year we were at 53 percent,
which led the state. That represents a significant number
of children who have received services and are no longer
in the system. We’re really proud of the work we’re doing
as an organization.”
Since it began operations in 2005, Brevard Family
Partnership has consistently ranked among the top–
performing community–based care systems in the state of
Florida. For example, it ranks among the top three
agencies over the course of the past five years in visits to
children and families, timely reunifications, and exceeding
the federal measures for placement stability.
“We have some of the hardest–working, dedicated
people in the workforce,” said Scarpelli. “They lead our
effort on the front lines every day — caseworkers,
investigators, therapists, and many others. They are
inundated with a large number of children and families.
So it takes a lot to endure and persevere and provide
these kinds of services. Our ability to maintain and
nurture our people as they are caring for others is a huge
priority for us, and it’s a huge priority for this industry.”
On Dec. 18, the Brevard County Board of Commissioners issued a proclamation acknowledging its continued
support of Brevard Family Partnership as the lead child–
welfare agency in the county and endorsed the system–of–
care model it employs, which has served the children and
families of Brevard for more than 13 years.
In its proclamation, the Board of Commissioners noted
that community–based care, as managed by Brevard
Family Partnership, “has not only proven to be effective in
the county, but that the model should also remain the
chosen system of care” in Brevard as it serves the best
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interests of children and families in the region.
Thanking the Board of Commissioners for its recognition, Scarpelli promised the members and the Brevard
community that his organization would continue to “do
everything possible — not just for those who are the most
vulnerable, but also for all children and families — to help
support a structure and resource base that will help all
families be strong, safe, and resilient.”
The Board of Commissioners also singled out the work
of case managers, local providers, stakeholders, and
community partners of Brevard Family Partnership who
“have gone above and beyond to serve the children and
families of Brevard County.”
Because of the agency’s efforts more than 1,000
children have become members of “forever families”
through public adoption.
In addition, the Board of Commissioners recognized
Brevard CARES, the child–abuse prevention arm of
Brevard Family Partnership, as an “aggressive front–end
prevention and diversion program” that has enabled the
families of more than 24,000 Brevard County children to
remain together in their homes while “ensuring that the
children remain safe and free from abuse.”
Brevard CARES was established as a nonprofit entity
in 2009. And its system — which features the components
of Coordination, Advocacy, Resources, Education, and
Support — has been a big success, turning negative
situations into positive ones over time, and rebuilding
families.
“Organizations such as ours have gotten very smart
over the last two decades,” said Scarpelli. “We’re putting a
lot of our resources on the front end, in an effort to divert
and prevent vulnerable children and families from coming
into the system, and it’s working.”
Scarpelli said he would like to see more “people commit
their careers to this profession. To understand family
dynamics, you really need skilled people. To have skilled
people, you need to have attractive wages. This is an issue
the industry is addressing.”
For example, the National Association of Social
Workers has launched the Social Work Reinvestment
Initiative. The Initiative’s goal is to enhance societal well–
being by securing federal and state investments to
support recruitment, retention, recognition, and adequate
reimbursement of professional social workers.
There are more than 650,000 professional social
workers across the nation providing essential services to
over 10 million people.
Social workers are trained to look at situations in a
holistic way, helping bring together people and communities, to find ways to address pressing individual, group,
and societal issues.
“National Professional Social Work Month” in March is
an opportunity for social workers around the nation and
their supporters to educate the public about the invaluable contributions of the profession. The program is put on
every March by the National Association of Social
Workers.
“A lot of people come into this industry because they
have a heart and genuine passion to help people. They are
givers who want to impact the lives of children and
families,” said Scarpelli.
“By and large, we’re attracting the emotionally
intelligent individuals in society who are very emphatic
about the struggles of people who are less fortunate.
Because of that, it helps them connect with the families
they are working with. In the end, it drives the success of
the entire organization. We have a phenomenal team of
people at Brevard Family Partnership and our family of
agencies,” he added.
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',6&29(5 outdoor recreation and wild nature experiences — on foot, by kayak,
on horseback, on a bicycle, on a fishing expedition, or with your camera.
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6WDUWDWWKH:HOFRPH&HQWHULQGRZQWRZQ7LWXVYLOOHGet a map and hiking and kayaking tips
for Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge and Canaveral National Seashore. Discover equestrian trails
at Scottsmoor Flatwoods Sanctuary and Fox Lake Sanctuary. Ride our expanding cycling trails to
Sand Point Park, Marina Park, Draa Park, Chain of Lakes and beyond. Check the space launch schedule
and be here for the roar of a rocket launch. Adventures big and small launch from here.
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Pick Up Your Cycle Trails Map!
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RIDE THE TRAILS

St. Petersburg
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Converging Trails: Three major trails converge in Titusville, which was officially designated a
Florida Trail Town in 2018 •The Coast-to-Coast Trail is part of a 250-mile trail that will link Titusville
with St. Petersburg. Titusville is the southern tip of the 260-mile •St. Johns River-to-Sea Loop.
This merges with the •East Coast Greenway that is one-third complete along its 2,900-mile route
between Maine and Florida.
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LEARN MORE & SHARE YOUR ADVENTURE AT:
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Launch From Here is a local campaign created by the people
who love to live here for the people who will love to visit here.
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